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Bulk ion toroidal rotation plays a critical role in controlling microturbulence and MHD stability as

well as yielding important insight into angular momentum transport and the investigation of

intrinsic rotation. So far, our understanding of bulk plasma flow in hydrogenic plasmas has been

inferred from impurity ion velocity measurements and neoclassical theoretical calculations.

However, the validity of these inferences has not been tested rigorously through direct measurement

of the main-ion rotation in deuterium plasmas, particularly in regions of the plasma with steep

pressure gradients where very large differences can be expected between bulk ion and impurity

rotation. New advances in the analysis of wavelength-resolved Da emission on the DIII-D tokamak

[J. L. Luxon et al., Fusion Sci. Technol. 48, 807 (2002)] have enabled accurate measurements of the

main-ion (deuteron) temperature and toroidal rotation. The Da emission spectrum is accurately fit

using a model that incorporates thermal deuterium charge exchange, beam emission, and fast ion Da

(FIDA) emission spectra. Simultaneous spectral measurements of counter current injected and co

current injected neutral beams permit a direct determination of the deuterium toroidal velocity.

Time-dependent collisional radiative modeling of the photoemission process is in quantitative

agreement with measured spectral characteristics. L-mode discharges with low beam ion densities

and broad thermal pressure profiles exhibit deuteron temperature and toroidal rotation velocities

similar to carbon. However, intrinsic rotation H-mode conditions and plasmas with internal

transport barriers exhibit differences between core deuteron and carbon rotation which are

inconsistent with the sign and magnitude of the neoclassical predictions. VC 2012 American Institute
of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3694656]

I. INTRODUCTION

Plasma toroidal rotation is generally considered a stabi-

lizing mechanism for deleterious magnetohydrodynamic

(MHD) instabilities such as the resistive wall mode

(RWM)1,2 and neoclassical tearing mode (NTM),3–5 as well

as contributing to E� B shear stabilization of turbulence6

through the radial electric field Er. Intrinsic rotation,7–9

which is toroidal rotation in absence of direct momentum

input, has been observed in many devices. Intrinsic rotation

may play a crucial role in determining the stability and trans-

port of future larger devices, such as ITER, with relatively

low torque provided by neutral beam injection.10

In modern tokamaks, an impurity species is typically

used for the measurement of ion temperature and plasma

rotation in the toroidal and poloidal direction.11,12 However,

neoclassical theory13–15 predicts differences between the to-

roidal rotation of the main ions and impurities due to finite

poloidal flow and pressure gradients. In order to assess the

intrinsic rotation of the bulk ion species and extrapolate to

the rotation characteristics of future high performance

plasmas, direct measurements of the bulk ion toroidal rota-

tion are required.

Preliminary measurements which demonstrated the feasi-

bility of deuterium main-ion toroidal rotation measurements

in the core of DIII-D plasmas utilized a comprehensive spec-

tral fit model which incorporated all photoemission sources,

and complementary views of co and counter current directed

neutral beams.16 Subsequently, the use of a fully three-

dimensional simulation of the photoemission sources, FIDA-

sim,17 accurately reproduced the intensity of all processes,

and magnitude of cross-section distortions reported in Ref. 16.

A profile diagnostic which covers the plasma region from

magnetic axis to edge has been constructed to directly test the

neoclassical theory of differential toroidal rotation between

bulk ions and impurities in DIII-D. Due to the convoluted na-

ture of neutral beam attenuation, beam emission, charge

exchange, and halo neutral diffusion on plasma profiles, an

integrated modeling framework is employed with multiple

cross-checks to eliminate errors in interpretation of the

measurements.

This paper continues in Sec. II with the experimental con-

figuration and diagnostic specifications chosen to make neu-

tral beam induced spectroscopic measurements. Section III

a)Paper NI2 5, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 56, 183 (2011).
b)Invited speaker.
c)Electronic mail: bgriers@pppl.gov.
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provides a brief overview of the technique of charge-

exchange and recombination (CER) spectroscopy for meas-

uring ion temperature and rotational velocity, as well as the

additional diagnostic information provided by the Da spec-

trum. Interpretation of the measurement is aided by the unique

neutral beam viewing configuration and three-dimensional

atomic modeling. Measurements of ion temperature and toroi-

dal velocity of deuterium and carbon in an L-mode discharge

are presented in Sec. IV, including the demonstration of

atomic corrections to the results of spectral fitting. Section V

provides a brief introduction into the neoclassical theory of

differential toroidal rotation between fuel ions and impurity

ions. Section VI displays measurements of the intrinsic toroi-

dal rotation of deuterium and carbon ions in H-mode plasmas

heated by electron cyclotron heating (ECH). Differences in

the toroidal rotation of the two ions species are evident, and

discrepancies with the neoclassical predictions are exposed.

Discussion of the influence of deuterium poloidal flow is pre-

sented. Section VII displays deuterium and carbon toroidal

rotation in the presence of an internal transport barrier and a

“notched” velocity profile near the radial region of steepest

pressure gradient. Similar discrepancies with the neoclassical

theory are exposed. Conclusions are provided in Sec. VIII.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION AND
DIAGNOSTIC SPECIFICATIONS

A multi-chord profile diagnostic used in this work was

installed on the DIII-D tokamak18 (R¼ 1.66 m, a¼ 0.67 m)

for measurement of core deuterium temperature and rotation.

A plan view of the tokamak and CER systems are displayed

in Fig. 1 with standard operation of plasma current Ip and to-

roidal field BT being counter-clockwise and clockwise,

respectively, when the tokamak is viewed from above. All

sixteen of the sightlines are directed in the ctr-Ip direction.

The profile diagnostic views intersect neutral beams which

inject both in the co-current and counter-current direction.

With independent views of the co and counter beams at the

same major radius, the true toroidal rotation velocity and

associated charge-exchange cross section correction can be

calculated,19 and the sign and magnitude of the correction

can be compared to atomic modeling. Each neutral beam has

two ion sources directed at different angles, identified by

“RT” and “LT” for right or left ion source. The sixteen main

ion viewing chords intersect the 30� LT and 210� RT neutral

beams at matched radii pairs, spanning R¼ 170.48 to

218.64 cm. Impurity CER channels which measure carbon

emission share the same major radius values with a small

elevation difference of approximately 4 cm. The neutral

beams are modulated to discriminate the spatially localized

“active” emission (defined in Sec. III) for determining tem-

perature, rotation, and density, and beam modulation is a

requirement for this measurement.

The photoemission from the tokamak is collected and

focused by f/4.0 lens optics and transmitted through

1500 lm core diameter fiber to McPherson 2/3 m spectrome-

ters. The visible light is dispersed by a 1200 g/mm grating

and collected by a CCD camera which is 768 pixels wide.

Each square pixel has an 18 lm width. In the first order, the

spectral reciprocal dispersion is 0.180 Å/pixel. Spectral ac-

quisition is precisely timed such that the trigger for neutral

beam turn-on and CCD trigger occur simultaneously, ena-

bling clean “timeslice subtraction,” described in Sec. III.

Spectra are typically obtained at integration time of 2.5 ms.

Wavelength calibration for dispersion and fiducial (zero

of rotation) is performed after each tokamak discharge by

using a neon calibration lamp located at the diagnostic port.

Three neon lines at wavelengths 6506.5218 Å, 6532.8824 Å,

and 6598.9528 Å (available from NIST) are used for shot-to-

shot calibration of dispersion and wavelength fiducial of

6561.03 Å. While the dispersion does not change shot-to-

shot, there can be very slight drifts in the precise fiducial

location due to temperature fluctuations in the room which

houses the spectrometers and CCD cameras, necessitating

immediate wavelength calibration following each shot. The

drift can result in as much as 1.0 km/s variation between sub-

sequent shots if uncompensated for. Additionally, the illumi-

nation of the spectrometer from the calibration lamp differs

slightly from the illumination from the beam-plasma interac-

tion. To compensate for this, the neutral beams are fired into

the tokamak pre-filled with neon gas. Neon excitation spectra

from beam interaction are analyzed to determine the offset

between tokamak illumination and calibration lamp illumi-

nation. The offset results in a correction of approximately

0.2 km/s. Data acquisition begins just prior to the breakdown

phase of the discharge, and the first Da spectrum of signifi-

cant intensity is fit. This breakdown Da photoemission pro-

vides further confirmation of accurate velocity fiducial, due

to the breakdown emission at the rest wavelength. Finally,

because the spectrometers are scannable to different wave-

lengths, the main-ion CER system has been tuned to the car-

bon Cþ6 (n¼ 8 ! 7) transition to evaluate any systematic

differences between the main-ion and impurity CER sys-

tems, and none of significance has been found.

White light exposure provides the intensity response to

a broadband light source and is compensated for in the spec-

tral analysis. Absolute intensity calibration is performed with

FIG. 1. Top-down view of the DIII-D tokamak displaying three neutral

beam lines and CER sightlines. Viewchords of carbon (shaded) and main-

ion (lines) system core viewchords indicated viewing co-Ip and counter-Ip

neutral beams.
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a calibrated integrating sphere oriented inside the vacuum

vessel along the neutral beam path. Absolute calibration is

performed prior to plasma operations and after operational

campaign with manned vessel entry.

III. IMPURITY AND MAIN-ION CHARGE EXCHANGE
RECOMBINATION SPECTROSCOPY

Measurement of plasma toroidal rotation on many devi-

ces is accomplished by high power neutral beam injection

enabling a technique known as CER spectroscopy.11,12 CER

which employs intrinsic impurities is used due to the relative

simplicity of the spectrum near the transition wavelength

and short lifetime of the excited states. On the DIII-D

tokamak, the fully stripped impurity carbon C6þ (n¼ 8!7)

transition spectrum near 5290.50 Å is dominated by two

Gaussian shapes which represent the cold edge and hot core.

This two-Gaussian shaped spectrum can be reduced to a

single Gaussian by modulation of the neutral beams and per-

forming timeslice subtraction, removing the “passive” edge

emission and obtaining the spatially localized “active” emis-

sion isolated to the region of the plasma where the viewchord

and neutral beam cross. Here, we define “passive” emission

as emission from the plasma edge and “active” emission fol-

lowing charge capture from a beam neutral to thermal ion.

The “active” emission is obtained by taking the difference

between the spectrum acquired when the beam is on and

when the beam is off, eliminating the passive contribution to

the photoemission.

Fitting of the charge-exchange spectrum results in an

apparent temperature and velocity from the Doppler width

and line shift that is different from the true temperature and

velocity, due to the energy dependence of the charge-

exchange cross-section.20,21 The cross-section effect results

in a false line-shift which scales with the ion temperature

and with the viewing angle with respect to the neutral beam.

The measured apparent velocity can be represented as

Vapp ¼ Vtrue þ aV̂beam, where a is a scalar quantity which

depends on the atomic cross-section and ion temperature,

and V̂beam is the unit vector along the neutral beam. Correct-

ing for atomic physics considerations on toroidal and poloi-

dal flow measurements has become standard practice in

modern tokamaks and the reader is referred to the following

Refs. 11 and 19–25.

In contrast to the impurity spectrum, the spectrum near

the Da n ¼ 3!2 transition of 6561.03 Å contains seven

complex features with distinct physical origins. Photoemis-

sion from the tokamak edge contains bright “passive” emis-

sion from (1) cold electron impact excited edge neutral gas

outside the scrape-off-layer (SOL), (2) warm edge emission

inside the SOL due to charge-exchange with thermal neutral

deuterium, as well as (3) two impurity lines of CII. The SOL

is the region between the last closed flux-surface and the vac-

uum vessel with a large neutral deuterium gas concentration,

and emission from (1) and (2) can be minimized by a large

gap between the separatrix and the vessel wall, as well as

reduced gas fueling. The temperature range of the edge emis-

sion is significantly lower than inside the plasma and the

emission occurs near the rest wavelength of the atomic tran-

sition, thus being distinguished from the “active” emission.

The “active” photoemission from the plasma interior associ-

ated with neutral beam injection contains (4) direct charge

exchange (DCX) emission between the beam neutrals and

the thermal deuterium ions, (5) “halo”17,26,27 neutral emis-

sion from the excited product of charge-exchange between

the direct charge-exchange thermal neutral and thermal ions,

(6) charge exchange emission between the beam and fast

ions Da (FIDA), as well as (7) emission from the beam neu-

trals themselves. Direct charge-exchange and halo charge-

exchange emission appear as a single feature in the observed

spectrum. The former is distorted by the energy dependence

of the charge-exchange cross-section, and the latter emits

with the true local plasma temperature and rotation velocity,

albeit from a slightly larger spatial volume due to spatial dif-

fusion before ionization. The general effect of the halo is to

reduce the magnitude of the apparent velocity shift away

from the true velocity. The Da spectrum presents an enor-

mous amount of information which can be exploited for its

diagnostic potential and displays in excess of 30 spectral fea-

tures which need to be fit self-consistently.26

An example of the Da spectrum and complete fit is pre-

sented in Fig. 2. This is a view of the co-Ip beamline 30 LT

in an L-mode discharge with line averaged electron density

2� 1019 m�3, central ion temperature of 1.5 keV, and toroi-

dal rotation near 5 km/s. The largest feature is the thermal

charge-exchange emission, which is fit by a single Gaussian

shape convolved with the instrumental function. The thermal

charge exchange emission contains the bulk temperature,

apparent velocity and density through the width, line shift,

and intensity of the Gaussian. Spectral fitting is performed in

pixel, rather than wavelength. The temperature of the emit-

ting ion is Ti ¼ 1
2

mc2ðDw=k0Þ2, where m is the ion mass, c is

the speed of light, w is the Gaussian width, D is the spec-

trometer reciprocal dispersion (Å/pixel), and k0 is the rest

FIG. 2. Complete fit to active Da spectrum obtained by timeslice subtrac-

tion. The fit model incorporates the thermal charge-exchange feature local-

ized between channels 280–450, beam emission of 81 kV injection

indentified as full, half, and third, fast-ion emission (FIDA) and small contri-

butions from edge Da and carbon (CII). The spectral data are displayed in

black and sum of all contributions displayed in red. The low amplitude and

uniform weighted residuals is characteristic of a high quality fit.
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wavelength of the atomic transition. The line-of-sight (LOS)

apparent velocity is computed by Vapp
los ¼ cDpD=k0, where

Dp is the difference between the fit pixel value and the fidu-

cial pixel value at 6561.03 Å. The toroidal velocity Vapp
u is

computed by dividing the LOS velocity by the cosine of the

angle the viewchord makes with the toroidal direction at the

beam crossing.

The second largest feature is the beam emission which

is fit using the B-Stark model, detailed in Refs. 28–30. The

beam emission fit contains the beam neutral density of the

three energy components (full, half, and third), as well as the

local magnetic field strength jBj determined by the linear

wavelength separation of the Stark multiplet.

The third most intense feature originates from injected

fast ions which pass through the beam and halo neutrals,

recombine, and emit a Da photon. This FIDA emission has

received considerable interest in studies of fast-ion transport

by Alfvén modes and turbulence.31,32 FIDA emission is

incorporated into the spectral fit model through TRANSP

(Refs. 33 and 34) and NUBEAM (Ref. 35) production of the

fast ion distribution function. The distribution function from

NUBEAM is used as input to a three-dimensional, time-

dependent collisional-radiative modeling code FIDAsim,

detailed in Ref. 17. FIDAsim uses the complete experimental

configuration, including neutral beam source geometry and

sightlines across the vessel through the neutral beam. The

code requires equilibrium fitting code (EFIT) (Ref. 36) equi-

librium reconstruction, kinetic profiles of electron density

and temperature, ion temperature, toroidal rotation, fast ion

distribution, and impurity density. The code performs neutral

beam attenuation and emission calculations, direct charge-

exchange and emission, halo neutral production and spatial

diffusion and emission, as well as fast-ion charge-exchange

and emission. The FIDA spectral shape is used in the fitting

procedure at a fixed central wavelength, and amplitude of

the FIDA shape displayed in Fig. 2 is a free parameter. Previ-

ous work37 on FIDA modeling indicated that the amplitude

varied much more strongly than the shape of the emission

spectrum in a wide variety of conditions; and therefore, mod-

ifications to the fast-ion distribution function will impose a

weak influence on the fit to the thermal charge exchange fea-

tures when the FIDA amplitude is un-constrained.

The final fitting step is to allow for small remaining

edge localized features which were not subtracted out per-

fectly. The contributions from the edge are highly con-

strained to be cold and emit near the rest wavelength of the

atomic transition. As displayed in Fig. 2, the negligible in-

tensity of the edge emission gives confidence that the spec-

tral features being fit originate from deep inside the plasma

uncorrupted from the edge light.

A. Necessity of a fast-ion model

In plasma with low beam power (Fig. 2) and/or very

high density, the intensity of the FIDA contribution may be

nearly negligible, but is still included in the spectral fit to

eliminate systematic errors. However, in plasmas with high

beam power, the FIDA contribution can be significant. Dis-

played in Fig. 3 is a comparison of spectral fits when the

FIDA emission is omitted from the fit model, Fig. 3(a),

and when the FIDA contribution is included in the fit model

Fig. 3(b). The view displayed in Fig. 3 is of a ctr-Ip beam,

such that the beam emission from the 210 RT beamline and

the fast-ion emission from the co-Ip injected fast ions are on

opposite sides of the thermal Gaussian. It is clear from

Fig. 3(a) and examination of the weighted residual error that

the fit model is lacking a significant source of emission, and

the residual is unacceptably high. Comparison of the thermal

Gaussian properties between Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) indicates

that a difference in apparent ion temperature of approxi-

mately 0.1 keV and an apparent velocity difference of 8 km/s

would be incurred if the FIDA emission were neglected,

which is an unacceptably high error.

B. Quantitative comparison of measured and modeled
emission

Due to the convoluted nature of the attenuation of the

three primary beam components on plasma profiles of elec-

tron and ion densities, and subsequent charge-exchange with

fuel ions and impurities, it is necessary to establish reasonable

agreement with all measured photoemission processes. The

injection of beam neutrals begins the process which leads to

charge-exchange emission, and hence must be modeled accu-

rately. The emission intensity from the beam neutrals is pro-

portional to the beam neutral density, IBESðjÞ ¼ qeff ðvjÞneff n
ðjÞ
b ,

FIG. 3. Comparison of spectral fitting when (a) FIDA is neglected and

(b) when FIDA is included. Neglecting the FIDA emission results in a poor

quality fit. Colors same as Fig. 2.
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where qeff can be thought of as an effective excitation coeffi-

cient, neff represents the target density of electrons and

ions, nb is the beam neutral density, and j denotes beam

species.38 In the FIDAsim code, beam neutral density attenua-

tion from each plasma constituent (electron, fuel ion, and

impurity ionization) is computed separately, foregoing effec-

tive beam stopping rates used in the automatic data acquisi-

tion system (ADAS) (Ref. 39) package. Beam emission is

determined from the fraction of beam neutrals in the excited

n¼ 3 state.

Having performed the beam attenuation calculation with

FIDAsim, the processes of charge-exchange with fuel ions

yields the direct charge-exchange photoemission and neutral

diffusion produces the halo. Subsequently, fast-ion charge-

exchange between both beam neutrals and halo neutrals is

calculated. Both the direct charge-exchange and fast-ion

charge-exchange are done via time-dependent collisional

radiative modeling. It is, therefore, necessary that all proc-

esses be modeled accurately and self-consistently. This is

primarily important for interpretation of the FIDA emission,

because the penalty is two-fold when the beam attenuation

(fast-ion deposition) is computed inaccurately, resulting in

an erroneous fast-ion density, and subsequent FIDA emission

(proportional to the product of fast-ion density and beam

neutral density).

Displayed in Fig. 4 are profiles of FIDA emission inten-

sity, beam emission intensity, and fractional beam neutral

density across the plasma minor radius for three times in a

discharge. Over the time range of 1280-1880 ms, the electron

density ramped from 2:5� 6:7� 1019 m�3 as the discharge

entered H-mode. TRANSP analysis of plasma evolution and

NUBEAM fast ion distribution function was used as input to

the FIDAsim code. Measured and calculated neutron rates

from TRANSP were matched and the fast-ion confinement

was approximately classical. Overplotted as broken lines in

the figure are the results from FIDAsim modeling of each

emission process. In Figs. 4(a)–4(c) (top), it can be seen that

the FIDA emission intensity is peaked in the plasma core at

low density, becomes flat at moderate density, and changes

slope at the highest density. At very high density, the beam

can no longer penetrate effectively into the core, and the fast

ion slowing down time is abbreviated considerably, such that

the strength of the FIDA emission is greatly reduced. The

beam power was constant throughout the times displayed

here, as such the evolution of the FIDA profile is due to

changes in fast-ion deposition, Coulomb scattering and

slowing down, and neutral beam attenuation as the density

increases. Figures 4(a)–4(c) (middle) display the beam

emission intensity. At low density, the beam emission is

approximately a linearly decreasing function into the core.

Figure 4(b) (middle) displays the increase in beam emission

at the plasma edge as the H-mode pedestal is formed, being a

target rich volume for collisional excitation, and an exponen-

tial character to the attenuation into the core. By 1880 ms,

Fig. 4(c) (middle), the plasma density profile causes strong

attenuation all the way into the core and the lower velocity

half and third energy contributions have been strongly atte-

nuated. Figures 4(a)–4(c) (bottom) displays the variation of

neutral beam density fractions of full, half, and third energy,

which are computed from measured emission intensity and

excitation cross-sections. Accurate beam density fractions

are required for evaluation of the charge-exchange cross-

section effect, which is a sum over beam fractions.21 As the

plasma density increases, the beam neutral density becomes

strongly dominated by the full energy component which has

much better penetration. Additionally, the baseline visible

bremsstrahlung (VB) level (not shown) is in very good

agreement with that expected from line-integrated

calculations.

Spectral data and FIDAsim spectra output can also be

compared directly. Figure 5 displays all active photoemis-

sion processes which contribute to the complete Da spectrum

at R¼ 1.84 m in Fig. 4(b). The halo and DCX are added to-

gether to produce the total thermal charge exchange Gaus-

sian (HaloþDCX), which matches very well to the

experimentally measured spectrum. The beam emission

shape in Fig. 5 does not take into account the instrumental

broadening and no effort is made to reproduce the details of

FIG. 4. Profiles of absolute brightness

FIDA Da emission intensity, beam Da

emission intensity, and beam neutral den-

sity fractions for three times as the plasma

density is ramped from (a) 2.5, (b) 4.5,

and (c) 6.7 �1019 m�3 at fixed beam

power. Broken lines indicate modeled

emission from FIDAsim.
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the n¼ 3 level populations,40 however the total wavelength

integrated radiance (brightness) is in good agreement.

IV. DETERMINATION OF BULK ION TOROIDAL
ROTATION IN L-MODE DISCHARGE WITH BROAD
PRESSURE PROFILE

A low confinement (L-mode) discharge in DIII-D has

been investigated using the main-ion CER diagnostic to

demonstrate the measurement of the thermal deuterium tem-

perature and toroidal rotation profile. Spectral measurements

of both co and counter neutral beam injection were obtained

during steady conditions. Some parameters of interest were

the values of plasma current Ip¼ 1.0 MA, toroidal magnetic

field BT ¼�2.0 T and line-averaged density 2:1� 1019 m�3.

The plasma shape was lower single null (LSN) with a large

outer gap of approximately 12 cm. A large outer gap and no

gas fueling are favorable for main-ion CER to minimize the

plasma-wall interaction and reduce the bath of edge neutrals

for collisional excitation and bright edge emission.

Active spectra for all sixteen viewchords were fit using

the method described in Sec. III, and the results averaged

over a period of 20 ms are displayed in Fig. 6. The profile

Fig. 6(a) shows the carbon temperature from a spline fit rep-

resentation, as well as the temperature from the co-Ip and

ctr-Ip viewing main-ion CER system. The apparent velocity

profile is displayed in Fig. 6(b). Two distinct temperature

profiles are observed, where the co-Ip viewing system reports

a temperature which is slightly lower than the ctr-Ip viewing

system. The co-Ip viewing system has a larger angle from

perpendicular with respect to the neutral beam injection, and

thus the spectrum exhibits a larger cross-section distortion.

In a similar manner, the apparent velocity profiles display

two well separated profiles. The true rotational velocity

always lies between the two apparent velocity profiles and is

closer to the ctr-Ip viewing chords due to the more perpen-

dicular angle. Further, examination of the difference between

apparent velocities from co-Ip and ctr-Ip views scales with

ion temperature. Apparent velocity differences Vco
app � Vctr

app

are larger where the temperature is higher, nearly 10 km/s in

the core, and smaller, 2–3 km/s at the plasma edge, and this

is a general trend. Figures 6(c) and 6(d) display the profiles

which have been corrected for atomic physics distortions.

The ion temperature of carbon and deuterium are in good

agreement, as expected from the rapid thermal equilibration

between species on the order of micro-seconds under these

conditions. Additionally, the toroidal rotation between spe-

cies is quite similar across the profile in this low temperature

L-mode discharge, except for the value near the separatrix.

Near the separatrix, the deuterium flow speed can greatly

exceed that for carbon. This edge co-Ip rotation layer of the

main-ions has been measured by Mach probes in DIII-D in a

variety of conditions41–43 and can approach 80 km/s in both

L-mode and H-mode discharges.

Temperature scaling of the cross-section effect has been

investigated in similar conditions (but not the same discharge

as Fig. 6), where the ion temperature varied from 1.0 to

2.0 keV. Presented in Fig. 7 is the difference between apparent

velocities for two views at matched radius. It is clear that the

difference in apparent velocities increases at higher tempera-

ture, in qualitative agreement with expectations. The co-Ip

viewing system always measures apparent velocities which

FIG. 5. Comparison of active spectral data with forward modeling with the

FIDAsim. The sum of halo and DCX intensity is in good agreement with the

experimentally measured thermal spectral radiance.

FIG. 6. Determination of deuterium temperature and toroidal rotation by

correcting apparent values. (a) and (b) Profiles of apparent temperature and

velocity from both co-Ip and ctr-Ip viewing Da systems, and spline fit of

carbon temperature and carbon corrected velocity. (c) and (d) Profiles of

corrected temperature and toroidal velocity, and carbon profiles [same as

(a) and (b)].

FIG. 7. Variation of the apparent velocity correction for matched co and

counter viewchords as the ion temperature is increased. At higher tempera-

tures, the difference between apparent velocities from co and counter view-

ing systems becomes large.
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are “faster” in the toroidal direction than the true velocity.

The ctr-Ip viewing system always measures apparent veloc-

ities which are “slower” in the toroidal direction than the true

velocity. Further, the scaling of the ctr-Ip view is weaker than

the co-Ip view, because the ctr-Ip views are more perpendicu-

lar to the neutral beam injection. Also included in Fig. 7 is the

apparent velocity correction as estimated by the FIDAsim

code. It is clear that the FIDAsim code is accurately capturing

the sign and magnitude of the energy dependent cross-section

correction.

V. NEOCLASSICAL THEORY OF DIFFERENTIAL
TOROIDAL ROTATION BETWEEN TWO ION SPECIES

Flow velocities in tokamaks are characterized by the

vector components in the toroidal and poloidal directions.

Here, toroidal is defined by the angle u in the right-handed

coordinate triad of major radius, azimuthal angle and eleva-

tion R;u; z, where R̂ � û ¼ ẑ, and û is the standard direc-

tion of plasma current in the discharges reported here,

Ip > 0. The toroidal magnetic field is in the opposite direc-

tion to the plasma current, BT < 0. With the origin at the

magnetic axis, the coordinates of r; h;u define the minor ra-

dius, poloidal angle, and toroidal angle such that r̂ � ĥ ¼ û,

and ĥ is in the direction of gravity on the outboard midplane

(�ẑ), and the direction of the poloidal field for the standard

direction of the plasma current, Bh > 0. The plasma flow

velocities are related to each other by the pressure gradient

and electric field in the radial force balance relation

Er ¼
rPi

Zieni
þ VuBh � VhBu; (1)

where here any ion species can be used. Construction of the

radial electric field from experimental CER data can be per-

formed by direct measurements of the carbon toroidal and

poloidal velocity, temperature, density and equilibrium

reconstruction of the magnetic fields.

Poloidal flow in tokamaks is driven by thermodynamic

forces and is strongly damped due the variation of magnetic

field strength around one poloidal transit. In the neoclassical

treatment, the direction of the poloidal flow can vary depend-

ing on the collisionality regime of the ions species14 and

arises on the ion-ion collision timescale. Low collisionality

banana regime poloidal flow of the main-ions is in the ion

diamagnetic direction for the configuration considered here,

where B�rP is in the positive poloidal direction,44,45

although the sign convention is different in Ref. 44 from this

article. Poloidally passing ions carry the net flow velocity,

and collisional friction with banana trapped ions determines

the direction of the net flow. In higher collisionality regimes

of plateau and Pfirsch-Schlüter, poloidal flow is in the oppo-

site direction. A simplified expression for the main-ion poloi-

dal flow velocity in a pure plasma can be expressed as44

Vh ¼
k

miXi

dTi

dr
; (2)

where k is equal to 1.17, �0.5, and �1.7 in the banana, pla-

teau, and Pfirsch-Schlüter regimes, respectively, mi is the ion

mass, Xi ¼ ZieB=mi is the ion cyclotron frequency which

carries the sign of B, Ti is the ion temperature, and r is the

minor radius. Thus, in standard configuration in DIII-D with

banana regime bulk ions and a monotonically decreasing

temperature profile, the main-ion poloidal flow is in the posi-

tive poloidal direction (both Xi and the temperature gradient

are negative). Previous investigations into bulk ion poloidal

flow in helium discharges confirmed this directionality in the

H-mode edge,45 although the magnitude was in strong dis-

agreement with neoclassical estimates. It is of note that

reversing the sign of the toroidal field will reverse the sign of

the poloidal flow in the neoclassical treatment.

Direct poloidal velocity measurements of impurity car-

bon have been the subject of much scrutiny due to the high

accuracy required for the measurement of a small poloidal

velocity in the face of a much larger toroidal velocity (and

toroidal “pickup”), and the complexity of the energy depend-

ent process by which a gyrating carbon ion captures a charge

from the beam neutral, undergoes some fraction of a gyro

orbit, and emits radiation.22,24,46 Comparisons of measured

carbon poloidal flow and neoclassical theory have shown a

mix of reasonable agreement47,48 and large disagree-

ment.46,49,50 The primary employment of the neoclassical

theory resides in the computation of the poloidal flow velo-

city for comparison to experimental measurements, or

completion of Eq. (1) when direct measurements of Vh are

unavailable.

After computation of the poloidal flow of the main ion

species, the difference between the toroidal flow of the main

(deuterium) ions and carbon impurity ions can be computed

by noting that the radial electric field is the same for both

species; ED
r ¼ EC

r � Er. Re-arrangement of Eq. (1) for deute-

rium and carbon ions results in the expression

VD
u ¼ VC

u þ
1

Bh

rPC

ZCenC
� rPD

ZDenD

� �
þ Bu

Bh
VD

h � VC
h

� �
; (3)

where D and C indicate deuterium and carbon, respectively.

Examination of Eq. (3) reveals that for small poloidal flow,

and noting the 1=ZC dependence of the carbon pressure term,

that the deuterium ion toroidal rotation should be more posi-

tive in the toroidal direction than carbon ðVD
u � VC

uÞ>0 and

scale with the main-ion pressure gradient, sign, and magni-

tude of the poloidal field. In this limit, reversing the sign of

the plasma current will reverse the sign of ðVD
u � VC

uÞ. Con-

tributions from the poloidal flow can be large if there is a

large differential poloidal rotation between carbon and deu-

terium. For the configuration considered in this article, Bu is

negative, hence a large positive deuterium poloidal flow with

low carbon flow velocity can reduce the positive contribution

from the main-ion pressure in Eq. (3), and even reverse the

sign of (VD
u � VC

u ).

In practice, computer codes such as NCLASS,15 NEO

(Ref. 51), and GTC-Neo52 are used to evaluate the thermody-

namic forces and collisionality using a treatment which spans

all aspect ratios and collisionality regimes continuously. The

inputs to the code are the EFIT (Ref. 36) reconstructed

magnetic equilibrium, and profiles of electron density ne and

temperature Te here measured by Thomson scattering and
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electron-cyclotron emission. The ion temperature TC
i , toroidal

rotation VC
u , and impurity density nC are calculated from car-

bon CER. Thermal deuterium is assumed to have the same

temperature as the measured carbon ions such that TD
i � TC

i .

The thermal deuterium density is computed by quasi-

neutrality where ZDnD ¼ ne � ðZCnC þ ZDnfastÞ, and here the

fast ions contribute only charge density and are removed from

consideration. In these codes, no treatment is given of the

effects of the presence of fast ion pressure, transport, or colli-

sional friction with the bulk ions or impurities.

It is noteworthy that additional physics such as turbulence,

neoclassical toroidal viscosity (NTV), detailed flow damping

through charge-exchange, and MHD instabilities are not con-

sidered in the neoclassical collisional theory. Effects of turbu-

lent transport on ion thermal conductivity and momentum

diffusivity dominate over neoclassical effects in many experi-

mental investigations and gyro-kinetic treatments of turbulence

effects on poloidal flow are being investigated.53,54

VI. INTRINSIC ROTATION OF BULK IONS IN
ECH H-MODE

Intrinsic rotation is defined as the nonzero plasma toroi-

dal rotation in absence of known direct momentum input.

Databases of intrinsic rotation scaling have been compiled

by Rice et al.8 and show the general trend of a positive incre-

mental rotation change from low to enhanced confinement as

a function of the plasma stored energy normalized by plasma

current. Intrinsic rotation studies are typically carried out

using impurity toroidal rotation measurements from CER or

crystal x-ray spectrometers.55 In select cases, helium main-

ion plasmas have been used to investigate the toroidal rota-

tion of the bulk species.7,45 Kim et al.45 examined the toroi-

dal rotation of helium ion at the plasma separatrix and

exposed a strong co-Ip rotation layer of the bulk ions near

the plasma boundary. This observation has been seen in

deuterium plasmas as well, namely Fig. 6(d) in the present

article and Mach probe measurements on DIII-D,41–43 and

may be explained by thermal ion orbit loss near the separa-

trix.56 In the core region, however, measurements of helium

and carbon rotation have displayed disagreement with the

neoclassical ordering of VHe
u > VC

u . In Ref. 7, repeat dis-

charges were used to first measure the carbon intrinsic toroi-

dal rotation profile, and subsequently the helium intrinsic

toroidal rotation profile. Helium main-ion plasmas displayed

toroidal rotation in the ctr-Ip direction over much of the core

and the helium toroidal rotation was more ctr-Ip than carbon,

in disagreement with the neoclassical prediction.

In the present study, utilizing the new main-ion CER

system, simultaneous measurements of the carbon and deute-

rium toroidal rotation are made across the core profile.

A sequence of discharges were executed to examine the

L-mode and H-mode intrinsic rotation characteristics of deu-

terium bulk ions, and the carbon intrinsic impurity. ECH was

applied to LSN discharges in standard Ip and BT configura-

tions (favorable rB) to enable H-mode access with approxi-

mately 0.9 MW of ECH heating. The plasma current was

Ip � 0:93 MA and the toroidal field BT � �1:6 T. The CER

measurements require short “blips” of balanced neutral beam

injection (NBI) from both co-Ip and ctr-Ip directed beams.

During the short duration of the NBI, the injected fast ions

are collisionless and do not impart a slowing-down colli-

sional torque on the plasma. The use of balanced NBI is

required to make the complementary CER measurements

from the co-Ip and ctr-Ip beams, as well as null the “prompt

torque” delivered by fast radial current injection.57

Displayed in Fig. 8 is the evolution of the rotation pro-

file at four times in a discharge with corresponding tempera-

ture profiles in Fig. 9. Figure 8(a) displays the L-mode

rotation profile of carbon and deuterium at 1100 ms into the

discharge, 100 ms after the current flat-top. At 1100 ms, the

line averaged density is ne � 2:2� 1019 m�3 and central

Te � Ti � 1:0 keV. Also displayed in Fig. 8(a) is the neo-

classically predicted toroidal rotation of deuterium from the

FIG. 8. Evolution of intrinsic rotation profiles of carbon and deuterium, as

well as neoclassically predicted deuterium rotation (broken line). (a) L-

mode rotation profile prior to application of ECH. (b) and (d) Evolution of

intrinsic rotation in ECH H-mode prior to first ELM. Dashed vertical line

indicates radius of separatrix on outboard midplane.

FIG. 9. Evolution of ion temperature profiles of carbon and deuterium asso-

ciated with Fig. 8. (a) L-mode temperature profile prior to application of

ECH. (b)-(d) Evolution of ion temperature in ECH H-mode prior to first

ELM. Dashed vertical line indicates radius of separatrix on outboard

midplane.
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NCLASS code. It can be seen that the rotation of carbon

and deuterium are nearly indistinguishable within the error

estimates. At 2000 ms into the discharge, ECH is applied to

trigger the transition to H-mode. The L-H transition occurs

at 2080 ms, indicated by a drop in edge Da. Displayed in

Figs. 8(b)–8(d) and 9(b)–9(d) are sequential profiles every

100 ms beginning at 2130 ms into the discharge, all prior to

the first edge-localized mode (ELM). In all cases, the meas-

ured deuterium ion temperature in Fig. 9 is in reasonable

agreement with carbon. At 2130 ms, Fig. 8(b) clearly shows

a “hollow” rotation profile for both carbon and deuterium,

with the largest velocity just inside the plasma boundary.

The neoclassically predicted deuterium rotation profile is

more co-Ip than carbon, however the measured deuterium

rotation is slightly, but systematically, more ctr-Ip than car-

bon. The neoclassical prediction indicates that the largest

difference between deuterium and carbon should be near

major radius of R � 1:90 m with a magnitude of 10 km/s,

which is the location of the largest temperature gradient

[rrTi � �2:2 keV=m, Fig. 9(b)], however this difference is

not observed. As the H-mode evolves, the entire rotation pro-

file of both carbon and deuterium increase in the toroidal

direction. Figure 8(c) displays the rotation profiles at

2230 ms into the discharge, where the ion temperature has

risen to approximately Ti � 1:9 keV. The deuterium toroidal

rotation is persistently more ctr-Ip than carbon, even though

the neoclassical theory predicts a much larger rotation differ-

ence between the ion species. In Fig. 8(c), the difference

between the neoclassically predicted deuterium rotation and

the measured deuterium rotation has reached 20 km/s at

major radius R¼ 1.9 m and is well outside of reasonable

error estimates. It is of note that the cross-section corrections

at this temperature are well below the neoclassically pre-

dicted difference in carbon and deuterium rotation. At

2330 ms in Figs. 8 and 9(d), just prior to the first ELM, the

rotation profile of both species has become nearly flat. Again

there remains a difference between ion species’ toroidal rota-

tional velocity which does not match the neoclassical values.

L-mode and H-mode toroidal rotation characteristics of

deuterium and carbon are displayed in Figs. 6(d), 8(a), and

Figs. 8(b)–8(d), respectively. In L-mode conditions, the to-

roidal rotation of carbon and deuterium appear nearly indis-

tinguishable in the core. However, in H-mode intrinsic

rotation conditions, the core rotation of the two ion species

are different. Further detailed measurements of the intensity

of turbulent fluctuations in the two regimes are warranted.

The evolution of the intrinsic rotation profile displays a

general trend similar to the Rice scaling, in that the H-mode

central rotation increases by approximately 30 km/s as the

plasma stored energy increases (at fixed current) from 0.13

to 0.38 MJ prior to the first ELM. However, the magnitude of

the bulk rotation is persistently “slower” in the co-Ip direc-

tion than carbon, not “faster” as the neoclassical theory pre-

dicts. Therefore, the scaling of intrinsic rotation databases

which use impurities ions may be considered an optimistic

upper limit for extrapolations to future, larger devices. Char-

acterization of the intrinsic rotation differences between bulk

deuterium ions and carbon across operational regimes is the

subject of ongoing research efforts.

A. Measurement of thermal deuterium density profile

In order to accurately apply the neoclassical theory

described in Sec. V, it is necessary to confirm that there are

only two primary ion species with well-known density pro-

files. When impurity measurements are used to deduce ion

density, an iterative deduction of the neutral beam density

and impurity density is employed due to the convoluted de-

pendence of beam stopping and charge-exchange emission.

Figure 10 displays the profiles of the plasma density constit-

uents at the same time as Figs. 8(a) and 9(a). Here, we have

used the measured thermal deuterium photoemission inten-

sity and the FIDAsim code to determine the bulk ion density

associated with the thermal main-ion brightness. Figure 10

contains the electron density, carbon density, and bulk deute-

rium density from quasi-neutrality (nD ¼ ne � 6nC). As this

was the first beam pulse, there is negligible fast-ion density

and it is taken to be zero. Also included in Fig. 10 is the ther-

mal deuterium density measured by the main-ion CER sys-

tem for both co-Ip and ctr-Ip systems. It is clear that the

plasma is composed of three primary constituents without

other impurities or significant fast ion density from neutral

beam injection, and that the density profiles of carbon and

thermal deuterium are being captured accurately.

B. Inference of main-ion poloidal velocity

On examination of Eq. (3), it is clear that every term is

being either directly measured, or confirmed to be consistent

with observations, save one; the main-ion poloidal flow ve-

locity. Algebraic re-arrangement of Eq. (3) yields the equa-

tion for the main-ion poloidal flow,

VD
h ¼ VC

h �
1

Bu

rPC

ZCenC
� rPD

ZDenD

� �
þ Bh

Bu
VD

u � VC
u

� �
; (4)

where all quantities on the right-hand side of this equation

are measured. This expression permits the calculation of the

deuterium poloidal flow velocity which is consistent with

observed deuterium toroidal flow velocity, as it cannot be

measured directly. Direct measurement of the deuterium ion

poloidal flow in deuterium neutral beam heated discharges

by vertical spectroscopic sightlines are hindered by the

FIG. 10. Density profiles of electrons, thermal deuterium, and fully ionized

carbon at the same time as Figs. 8 and 9(a) in the L-mode phase of the

discharge.
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presence of the bright beam emission overlapping the ther-

mal emission. Vertical viewchords for poloidal velocity

measurements are perpendicular to the neutral beam, and the

beam Da emission is not Doppler shifted away from the ther-

mal line emission, making spectral analysis unfeasible.

The rotation profile in Fig. 8(b) and deuterium ion colli-

sionality has been evaluated to extract the deuterium poloidal

flow. Figure 11(a) displays the ion collisionality and the boun-

daries of the three regimes, namely the low collisionality

“banana” regime, the intermediate “plateau” regime, and the

high-collisionality “Pfirsch-Schlüter” regime. The collisional-

ity regime is defined as the ratio of ion-ion collision frequency

to bounce frequency, ��;i ¼ �iRq=�3=2vTi, where �i is the ion-

ion collision frequency, R is the major radius, � is the inverse

aspect ratio, q is the safety factor, and vTi is the ion thermal

speed. The main ions are in the banana regime across the

entire profile. Displayed in Fig. 11(b) are poloidal velocities.

In dash-dot is the computed poloidal flow with the NCLASS

code, the solid black curve displays the use of Eq. (4), and the

dashed black curve is the banana regime limit of Eq. (2).

Although the main-ions are well into the banana regime,

where the primary ion flow should be in the ion diamagnetic

direction, the approach used in NCLASS evaluates the

primary ion flow to be in the opposite direction over much of

the plasma minor radius. The banana regime limit of Eq. (2)

provides a more accurate representation of the inferred main-

ion poloidal flow. It is noteworthy that Eq. (2) does not con-

tain consideration of inter-species friction between deuterium

and carbon nor contributions from the Pfirsch-Schlüter vis-

cosity contained in NCLASS (Ref. 15) which is formulated to

span collisionality regimes continuously. The inconsistency

between the neoclassically predicted and measured deuterium

toroidal rotation evidently lies in the neoclassical prediction

of the main-ion poloidal flow, or collisional friction between

main ions and carbon ions.

VII. BULK ION TOROIDAL ROTATION IN THE
PRESENCE OF AN INTERNAL TRANSPORT BARRIER

Plasma with strong pressure gradients are expected to

exhibit the most dramatic differences between main-ion and

impurity toroidal rotation. Previous work on TFTR on pecu-

liar impurity toroidal rotation profiles which exhibited a

“notch,” or non-monotonic feature, asserted that the rotation

profile of the main-ions should be monotonic and “notch-

free.”58 In these cases, when the net torque was small but

overall beam power was high, the neoclassically predicted

rotation difference between carbon and deuterium exceeded

100 km/s. In order to assess the main-ion toroidal rotation in

the presence of a strong pressure gradient, core transport bar-

rier (ITB) discharges in DIII-D were executed specifically at

near-balanced input torque from co-Ip and ctr-Ip neutral

beams. Early NBI was used to maintain an elevated q.

Figures 12(a) and 12(b) displays the evolution of q on axis,

the minimum in the q profile, qmin and ion temperature. The

grey shaded regions display core barrier formation occurring

transiently near the rational minimum q crossing of qmin ¼ 2

at 1500 ms, briefly collapsing, only to reform as a sustained

barrier approximately 25–50 ms afterwards. These two

regions are identified as “qmin ¼ 2” and “sustained ITB” in

Fig. 12.

There is little doubt that a strong pressure is contained

inside of the shear reversal surface. The magnetic field

strength measured by the main-ion CER system using the B-

Stark technique28–30 indicates a significant drop in the mag-

nitude of the field, jBj, displayed in Fig. 13. The interpreta-

tion is similar to ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH)

induced diamagnetism in JET.59

Figure 14 displays the ion temperature and toroidal rota-

tion profiles at two times during the sustained barrier period.

At 1800 ms, Fig. 14(a), the ion temperature gradient is at its

FIG. 11. Bulk ion collisionality regime and poloidal flow velocity for Fig. 8

at 2130 ms. (a) The main-ion collisionality and the three collisionality

regimes. (b) Poloidal flow computed with the NCLASS code (dash-dot),

force balance relation Eq. (4) (solid), and the pure plasma banana regime

approximation Eq. (2) (dashed). The ion (Vh > 0) and electron diamagnetic

directions are indicated.

FIG. 12. (a) Safety factor value at the magnetic axis q0 and minimum safety

factor qmin. Periods where q0 > qmin indicate reversed central magnetic

shear. (b) Ion temperature evolution displaying core barrier formation when

the central magnetic shear is reversed. (a) and (b) Times of rational qmin ¼ 2

crossing and sustained reversed shear are indicated by shaded region.
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maximum of approximately �16 keV/m. The carbon and

deuterium temperatures are in reasonable agreement over

most of the profile, except the points near the magnetic

axis. There may be an “isotope effect”60,61 occurring near

R � 1:85 m where the ion-ion collision time is nearly 20 ms.

Near the magnetic axis, the beam ion density is maximized

and can couple more strongly to the higher Z carbon ions,

resulting in a slightly higher temperature. However, points in

the strong gradient region, R ¼ 1:9� 2:1 m are in good

agreement. The carbon toroidal velocity profile in Fig. 14(a)

displays a high velocity in the core, slight “notch” feature

near R¼ 1.95 m, and relatively flat profile across much of

minor radius. There is an additional notch at the H-mode

pedestal where deuterium measurements are not available.

The deuterium rotation measurements displayed in Fig. 14(a)

are systematically more ctr-Ip than the carbon measurements,

qualitatively similar to the intrinsic rotation measurements

displayed in Sec. VI. With a strong temperature gradient and

relatively weak “notch” in the carbon rotation profile, the

neoclassically predicted deuterium rotation profile from

NCLASS is sufficiently different from the carbon profile to

remove the notch feature. However, the deuterium rotation

measurements do not match the neoclassical prediction. It is

of note that the apparent velocity (not shown) of the co-Ip

views are only near the carbon measurements and the appa-

rent velocity of the ctr-IP views are significantly more

counter-current, and the difference between the two views

scales with Ti. The sign and magnitude of the cross section

corrections are in agreement with the scaling of Fig. 7 and

modeling by FIDAsim.

Displayed in Fig. 14(b) are the temperature and velocity

profiles at 1930 ms. At this time, the temperature gradient

has weakened to approximately �14 keV/m, but the carbon

notch has become deeper and crosses zero velocity. This ob-

servation that the notch becomes deeper when the tempera-

ture gradient relaxes is in qualitative disagreement with the

assertion that the notch is caused by the strong gradient. In

Fig. 14(b), the quantitative neoclassical prediction of the

deuterium toroidal rotation now displays a notch feature as

well.

The presence of the rotation notch in the toroidal veloc-

ity profile of both species deserves explanation if the notch is

not a neoclassical pressure gradient effect. In reversed mag-

netic shear discharges with significant neutral beam injec-

tion, reversed shear Alfvén eigenmodes (RSAEs) can be

excited62,63 at integer crossings in the value of qmin. These

modes have been observed to cause significant levels of fast-

ion transport and loss.31,64 Identification of core localized

Alfvén eigenmodes (AEs) in DIII-D which have little or no

external magnetic signature is possible by evaluating the

cross-power spectrum of two interferometer chords. Dis-

played in Figs. 15(a) and 15(b) is a Fourier spectrogram of

the crosspower between vertical and radial CO2 interferome-

ter chords, and associated power integrated between

90–160 kHz. Figure 15(c) displays the time evolution of the

toroidal rotation at eight CER sightlines across the plasma

radius. In Fig. 15(c), the existence of a “notch” is indicated

by times where the green trace drops below the orange trace.

At 1500 ms, as qmin crosses 2.0, there is a clear burst of

coherent AE activity in Figs. 15(a) and 15(b) observed as a

frequency chirping, and increase in integrated cross-power.

This is the first observation of a non-monotonic “notch”

forming in the toroidal rotation profile, seen in Fig. 15(c), as

there is deep core spinup and a brief notch occurring. From

approximately 1525 ms to 1600 ms, there is a slight reduction

in the magnitude of AE intensity, and the notch feature

briefly disappears. Then, at 1600 ms, there begin a sustained

series of intense AE modes, which correspond with the times

of deep notching of the toroidal velocity profile.

Energetic particles modes such as Alfvén eigenmodes64

and fishbones65 are known to cause significant fast-ion trans-

port. During fast ion transport or loss events, large torques

can be imparted rapidly and locally to the bulk plasma as

populations of energetic particles become radially displaced.

The process is similar to the phenomenon of “prompt torque”

delivery by fast radial current injection, described and tested

in detail in Ref. 57. The result of fast-ion displacement is a

torque which is species independent. In Ref. 57, it was con-

firmed that injection of co-Ip fast ions causes a co-Ip torque

on the plasma. Similarly, the loss or displacement of co-Ip

fast ions results in a ctr-Ip torque. Here, it is speculated

that sustained AE activity can induce significant, sustained

transport of fast-ions, acting as a local source of torque and

driving the toroidal rotation notch in both species, carbon

FIG. 13. Time history of magnetic field strength jBj measured by the main-

ion CER diagnostic displaying the strong modification to the magnetic equi-

librium when there is significant plasma pressure. Lines are six time traces

from measurements at major radius 1.71 m to 2.05 m.

FIG. 14. Profiles of ion temperature for carbon and deuterium, and toroidal

rotation of carbon, deuterium, and the neoclassically predicted deuterium to-

roidal rotation at (a) 1800 ms and (b) 1930 ms into the discharge.
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and deuterium. Furthermore, inside of a transport barrier

where the thermal diffusivity vi is greatly reduced, and

assuming that vu � vi,
66,67 it is more likely that a sharp rota-

tion feature can be sustained with a constant torque.

Evidence for the transport of fast ions can be seen in the

profile of FIDA photoemission intensity from the main-ion

CER diagnostic. Displayed in Fig. 16 is the measured fast-

ion emission intensity, and classical FIDA emission intensity

evaluated from FIDAsim. It is clear that the FIDA profiles

(proportional to fast-ion density) are well below the classical

values (compare to Fig. 4), indicating that there is significant

fast-ion transport. The precise magnitude of the torque by

fast-ion transport and required momentum diffusivity are the

subject of ongoing calculations. It should be noted that the

existence of strong Alfvén activity in TFTR discharges stud-

ied in Ref. 58 cannot be confirmed at this time.68

Although fast-ion transport may explain the toroidal ve-

locity notch observed in reversed shear discharges in DIII-D,

the measured main-ion toroidal rotation remains more ctr-Ip

across the profile, in disagreement with the neoclassical

prediction. Similar to Sec. VI B, an increased deuterium

poloidal flow velocity localized to the region of steep pres-

sure is required for consistency with the observed deuterium

toroidal flow. However, it is noteworthy that neglecting the

effects of a significant beam-ion population may render the

direct applicability of the neoclassical theory questionable.

VIII. CONCLUSION

By exploiting the large amount of information in the

active Da spectrum, it is possible to deduce the local proper-

ties of thermal deuterium ion temperature, toroidal velocity

and density, local beam emission intensity, beam neutral

density and density fractions, fast ion emission intensity,

and local magnetic field strength jBj. Corrections for atomic

physics are performed by two separate methods; complemen-

tary views of co-current injected and counter-current injected

neutral beams at matched major radii, and time-dependent

collisional-radiative modeling of the atomic processes lead-

ing to thermal Da emission. Both correction measurements

are in qualitative and quantitative agreement.

This new main-ion measurement capability has enabled

detailed studies of the bulk ion properties in deuterium

fueled plasmas for the first time. Toroidal rotation measure-

ments of both deuterium and impurity carbon are acquired

simultaneously. The difference between the two ion species’

toroidal rotation has been quantified and compared to neo-

classical theoretical calculations. Over a range of conditions,

including ECH plasmas dominated by intrinsic rotation and

NBI plasmas with an internal transport barrier and steep

pressure gradient, the main-ion rotation is systematically in

the counter-current direction compared to carbon rotation, in

significant disagreement with neoclassical theory. It is note-

worthy that the collisional effects of fast ions on the two ion

species may be neglected in the intrinsic rotation conditions,

unlike previous impurity poloidal rotation studies which had

focused on higher performance plasmas with significant pop-

ulations of beam ions. The discrepancy with the neoclassical

theory in the intrinsic rotation studies may lie in the neo-

classical prediction of the poloidal flow, or other anomalous

effects such as turbulence which is not included in the neo-

classical treatment. In plasmas with an internal transport bar-

rier, a significant notch feature was measured in the toroidal

rotation of both carbon and deuterium that may be due to a

counter-Ip torque from the significant fast-ion transport from

Alfvén eigenmodes. It was found that a strong pressure

FIG. 15. (a) Spectrogram of core fluctuations displaying Alfvénic activity

and (b) fluctuation power in the frequency band 90–160 kHz. (c) Time his-

tory of toroidal rotation from core to edge displaying changes in toroidal

rotation coincident with coherent with strong mode amplitude. Lines in (c)

are rotation measured by eight CER sightlines from core to edge. Rotation

prior at 1200 ms decreases monotonically from core to edge. Shaded regions

in (a)–(c) indicate qmin¼2 crossing and sustained reversed shear transport

barrier.

FIG. 16. Radial profile of fast-ion emission intensity FIDA at 1800 ms cor-

responding to Fig. 14(a). Measured FIDA emission is significantly below

classical expectations indicative of fast-ion transport.
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gradient did not drive strong differential toroidal rotation

between the main-ions and carbon ions.

Further investigations into the applicability of the neo-

classical theory of toroidal and poloidal flow velocity are

warranted, particularly in low rotation scenarios where the

contribution to the radial electric field from toroidal rotation

becomes small. At low toroidal rotation, the contributions to

Er from toroidal rotation, poloidal rotation and pressure are

all of the same order. Therefore, care should be taken when

addressing the effects of turbulence suppression by Er shear

on transport under low rotation conditions.
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